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ABSTRACT

The annihilation operator for a harmonic oscillator is a weighted shift oper-
ator and can be realized on a family of overcomplete coherent states. Shift
operators arise in dynamical maps of systems exhibiting deterministic chaos.
Generalized coherent states, called harmonious states, realize these maps in a
simple manner. By analytic continuation the spectral family can be altered,
thus furnishing an alternative perspective on resonant scattering. Singular
distributions are necessary to reproduce the rich structure of chaotic and scat-
tering systems.

1. Introduction

Coherentstateswereintroducedby SchrSdingerI tosimulatelocalizedstatesof

a quantum systemwithone canonicaldegreeoffreedom.Itisone oftheearliest

examplesofcontinuousrepresentationsina separableHilbertspaceand havebeen

ofgreatuseinquantum optics2.The name suggests,and quiteappropriately,that

coherentstatesenableustopresentquantum dynamicsina verysimplemanner;and

fora harmonicoscillatorcoherentstatesevolveintoothercoherentstateswiththe

labelsrealizingtheelementarypictureintheplaneforharmonicmotion
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It is the purpose of the present paper to point out that coherent states axe useful

even to present a simple realization of deterministic chaos; and that chaotic motion

in this context is best seen in terms of the coherent densities; the aspect of chaos is

now in the singular nature of the coherent density functions.

In the context of coherent states one finds again that for continuous representations 3

the dual to the coherent states are important. Such dual pairs are encountered not

only in this context but also in the generalization of quantum mechanics 4 using ana-

lytic extensions of the Hilbert space _ into a family of spaces _ and their duals _.

Scalar products and resolutions of the identity involve one vector in _ and one vector

in _. Physical quantities can be calculated in either 7_ or G but one or the other

may be more suitable for physical interpretation 5. Of particular interest is scattering
when a resonance dominates it.

Finally the dual basis is shown to be useful in models of chaos s, like the Bernoulli

map 7 and its generalizations which exhibit deterministic chaos.

The method of dual pairs and coherent states are adaptable to classical dynamics

using the quantum envelope formalism of classical mechanics.

2. Overcomplete Family of Schr_dinger Coherent States

In the context of the quantum theory of the harmonic oscillator, SchrSdinger 1

introduced the two-parameter family of normalized states

aCz= z¢, ; z = z + i_. (1)

The state ¢o is the vacuum state

¢0(q) = lr-1/4 exp(-q2/2) = C0(q). (2)

The coherent state Cz has the expansion

oo z n q2 + p2_ 1

¢_(q) = exp (-Izl2/2)_ _ ¢.(q); 2 ¢.(q) - nC.(q). (3)n--O

These states are normalised to unity but are not orthogoneh

f"_ II¢=(q)ll2dq= IlCqll_-= 1
,J'--O0

i_,-(). ., ,,.,Cz(q) ¢.,(q) dq --- e (-Iz I -Iz I +2zz )/2 (4)
oo
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and furnish the resolution of the identity _

1

f "d2_(q)¢*z(q')d2z _., ¢_(q)¢n(q') 6(q q') (5)7r n=O

• These states are therefore complete:

They are in fact overcomplete. In particular the set of states with z real constitutes

a complete (and overcomplete) set of states. For this purpose we construct a dual

space of vectors given by the singular superpositions:

_(q) = ,_-'/_e+_v__ - _(y).¢'(q). (7)
0

Then, we can compute

/__ ¢_(q)¢,(q)dq- 6(y- x)

/ dx¢_(q)¢'_(q') = __, Cn(q)¢_,(q') = 6(q - q'). (8)n----O

Hence

:(q)= f f de (9)
The overcomplete family {¢z(q)} can be used to express any density matrix (or trace

class operator in 7-/) in terms of a "diagonal representation", s For this purpose we

note that the Hilbert-Schmidt class of operator A, B, ... on 7-/forms a second Hilbert

space K: with the scalar product

(A,B) = tr (AtB). (10)

On the linear operator in 7"/considered as vectors in K:we define two sets of operators

{Qi, P/} by their action:

Q1A = [q,A] Q2 A = ½{P,A} (11)
P2A = {p, A} P2A = [p, A] "

Then

[Qi, P_] = 6i_[q, pl (12)

so that K: behaves as a system with two degrees of freedom n. We can now seek to

express any vector in K:, and in particular the density operators in 7-t as a linear
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combination of coherent states in /C along a line. By c:,oosing the imaginery axis

in place of the real axis it follows that this can be done in terms of singular weight

functionq. This is the diagonal coherent state expansion. In the orginal presentation

of this result one did use such distribution valued weights. Later derivations gave

smoother but equivalent formulae in terms of possibly distribution valued Fourier

transforms of certain characteristic functions. The original formula reads 9.

= ./d2z ¢(z)[z)(z[P

= = p(n,n')_ (13)¢(z) = _ _ (_+_,),2_ "n----O rt t --'0

{( }
3. Harmonious States

The coherent states were the eigen functions of the annihilation operator

a= -_ (q+ ip)= q+ . (15)
The Fock representation of this operator is

(n'[a[n) = 6,_,_,,+lF(n). (16)

The annihilation operator is thus a weighted shift operator. It has no inverse since it

annihilates the state In). If we write

G(n)=(I-IiF(r)) (17)

the state

i¢.)=c-'(n)In) (18)

is simply shifted:

ale,,) = l_.-,). (19)

Hence if we form the "harmonious" state 12

Iz) = _ z"l¢.) (20)
n.=0
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it gets multiplied by z. The spectrum of a is thus the entire set of complex numbers

where Iz/ is normalized. Since the normalization integral is a power series in z it

converges inside a suitable circle with its center at the orgin. The eigenvalues of a fill

this open circle. The radius of this circle depends on G(n) and hence on F(n). For

the SchrSdinger coherent states G(n) = (n[) -z/2 and the normalization integral is an
entire function.

For F(n) = 1 , G(n) = 1 and the circle of convergence has unit radius. The

coherent states in this case (the "harmonious states") are 12

I_') = V/1 -Ill 2_ ¢"ln>
n'-O

a[() = ¢1¢); aln) = In- 1). (21)

The harmonious states are also overcomplete. The subset of states I() with _ lying

on the unit circle, for example, is complete by itself. For seeing this we define the

harmonious family of states

oo

I_,_) = _ _"¢"*1_) (22)
n=0

and the dual states

(r-', e_l= _ r-'e -''_(ml. (23)
m----O

Then

(r -1 e_lre _) = _(0- _)

1 P

jo_"Ir,¢*)(r-'e_l_ = _ In)(nl= 1. (24)211"

Hence

I¢)= f d_ (r_l, e-"*l¢)It,e_) (25)
In particular,

dO

.,[ le_s)(e*l _ = 1.

4. Deterministic Chaos, Shifts, and Coherent States



As a simple example of deteministic chaos take the generalized Bernoulli map 6

defined on x (mod) i by

z _ f_x (mod 1). (26)

If/3 is rational except for a countable number of fixed points of various orders the

map is deterministic but chaotic. For/3 irrational except x = 0 there are no fixed

points. One is therefore led to ask how density functions p(x) transform. We find

p(x)---*Up(x)= _ _, p _ . (27)r-'O

Among all densities we recognize the eigen p_,udodensities B,(x) which obey

B.(_x)= _-'_2 S. r + (2S)
r-'0

and hence

UB.(x)= _-"S.(x) , 0<_n <__. (29)

The dual states to B,_(x) is given by the dual base

_"(_)= (-:)"-' {_("-')(_-1)- e("-')(_)} (30)n!

For n = 0 we identify 6(-1)(x-a) with the integral of 6(x-a) from 0 to oo and hence

_)(x)--- 1. (31)

Then the resolution of the identity reads

oo

Y_ BnCy)B"(x) = 1 (32)
0

= _ f B"(y) p(y)dy B,(x). (33)p(x)
n---O

In terms of these the chaotic map is reduced to a series of eigen pseudodensities which

decrease by powers of/3 at each step. In the long time limit only the lowest B,_(x)

show up; and after many steps the distribution function p(x) becomes uniform.

For/3 rational it is known that there are fixed points of finite order 11. In these

cases there are states which have their probabilities concentrated on these points and

with roots of unity as their eigenvalues _2.
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Consider any function g(x) , 0 < x <_1 a sequence of functions

g.(x) = g._l(2x) 01< z <
g.-l(2x-1) _<x<l

{ g (2_) 0<• <
go(x)

-g(2x-1) _ <x< 1 "

For g(x) - 1 this sequence of functions is the Haar sequence. For our purposes this

special choice is not necessary; we will choose a generic measurable g(x).

For the Bernoulli map

x_2x(mod 1)

p(z)--.up(x)=_ p + p

we have

(Ug.+,)(z)=g.(x) n >_0

(u_o)(x)=o.

Hence we have an unweighted shift operator U. We can therefore define the harmo-

nious eigendensities

p_(=)= _Cg.(x)
0

(Up¢)(=) = _p¢(x).

More generally if we find a map that obtains as a weighted shift on a class of

states:

p. _ p.+, F(n) (34)

then the harmonious states

¢_= _ z"p. F(_) (as)
.=0 --0

obey

¢. --, z ¢. (36)



for any complex z. We define the dual system by

_bz= _ z"p,., F(n) _)(z). (37)
n=O rn=0

Then

(38/
Note that since there is no notion of the invariant squared length, the "normalization"

of Cz is arbitrary; multiplication by any non-vanishing function of z is acceptable as

long as it neither vanishes nor becomes infinite in the range of z considered. The _z

then get multiplied by the reciprocal factor. In the coherent state case we chose to

use the multiplier exp(-[z[2/2) for getting the state "normalized". But in the dual

space formalism we could omit this factor and simplify the expressions for ¢_, Cz.

5. Dual Families in Quantum Theory

Families of dual pairs of states arise in generalized quantum mechanics. TM If one

has a quantum system whose states constituting "k/are realized by functions {¢(x)}

of one or more real variables, a dense subset of states is obtained by choosing analytic

functions {¢(z)}. There would be different possible choices of the domain of ana-

lyticity and correspondingly different sets of analytic functions. Each such analytic

dense subset, by its closure, defines a generalized space G. The complex conjugates of

vectors in 7"/have a different analytic continuation and its closure is the dual space _.

If the Hamiltonian operator H takes analytic vectors in 7_ to analytic vectors, then

we can consider the analytic continuation of H in _. The spectrum of H in 7-/is the

positive real line R + with possibly discrete points in the simple two-body case, and

more elaborate spectra in multiparticle cases. The spectrum in G is along a complex

contour F with the same branch point with discrete points real or complex for the

two-particle cases. For multiparticle systems there may be complex continua begin-

ning at complex branch points; and infinite degeneracy in the continuous spectrum.

The hermiticity of H in _/implies the existence of an analytic continuation to _' and

its dual _" with a spectrum which is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of H in

_. In particular the contour F is replaced by its complex conjugate F' and for each

complex discrete point there would be the complex conjugate point.

Given such a system with H = H0 + V and H, H0, V analytic we can discuss the
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"in" and "out" solutions of H appropriate for the scattering problem. If H and H0

are not isospectral as happens when there are bound states in the spectrum of H or

metastables states in the spectrum of H0 we would need to introduce a comparison

Hamiltonian/arc which deletes the metastable states from Ho and augments it with

all the bound states 15. Since the discrete points in the spectrum of H, Ho depend on

the analytic continuation, the choice of He would depend on the contour F chosen.

In multiparticle cases there could also be deletion or augmenting in the continous

spectrum 5. Naturally when we have these distinct descriptions we can ask: Which

of these descriptions is physical? The answer is that they are all physical but one

description maybe more suitable in a particular context. For example the survival

amplitude of a nonstationary state maybe written using vectors in "H:

A(t) = Ag¢(O)l¢(t))= /I_o(A)12e-'_tA. (39)

The same quantity can be calculated in _ by

= J (40)A(t)

where the integrals are understood to be Stieltjes integrals including summing over

discrete points in the spectrum. If there is a resonance in energy at Ao with width

_,/2 then we may expect a discrete contribution at

zl = Ao- i'y/2. (41)

While it is to be emphasized that the eigenstate at z_ is not an analytic vector there

are states in 7-/which can more or less approximate this discrete state with a small

admixture of _mplex energy continuum states in G. In such a case it would be useful

for physical interpretation to use _ rather than 7"/to describe the resonance. When

contains an unstable particle its description becomes much more transparent when

expressed in terms of complex energy states in _.

One must add that the complex energy states in _ are _ additions to the real

energy states in 7-I but dense subsets of each are in correspondence. This comes

about by the fact that given an analytic function along one contour its values at

other points in its domain of analyticity are not independent but merely a suitable
linear functional of the values on the contour. This drcumstance has been known in

the study of master analytic representations of non-compact groups 16.
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6. Concluding Remarks

Coherence and chaos are therefore not opposed to each other. The same system

maybe viewed in one basis in one realization with deterministic chaos; and would

exhibit coherence in another realization. It has been known for a long time that

scattering is not at, intrinsic property of a quantum (or classical!) system but depends

on its comparison with a "free" system. In the realization adapted to the "free"

system it exhibits "scattering", but in the realization appropriate to the full system,

the (ideal) eigenstates develop harmonically.

We now find that this perspective dependence of the dynamics can be extended

even to chaotic systems. Since the notion of shifts (weighted or unweighted) is a

common feature of many process models, the use of harmonious (generalized coherent)

states is a useful alternative perspective for a wide class of physical systems.

The discussion of analytic continuation of quantum systems can be used fo, classi-

cal dynamics if we make use of the "quantum envelope" formalism 17. Given a classical

system with canonical variables q,p we can embed this in a system with twice the

degrees of freedom by augmenting the system with -_ and -_ with the under-
standing that all observables are functions of q, p only. The dynamical system is now

a quantum system; and the machinery of analytic continuation can be employed for
thiscasealso.
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